This paper introduces the Bank Question (BQ) corpus, a Chinese corpus for sentence semantic equivalence identification (SSEI). The BQ corpus contains 120,000 question pairs from 1-year online bank custom service logs. To efficiently process and annotate questions from such a large scale of logs, this paper proposes a clustering based annotation method to achieve questions with the same intent. First, the deduplicated questions with the same answer are clustered into stacks by the Word Mover's Distance (WMD) based Affinity Propagation (AP) algorithm. Then, the annotators are asked to assign the clustered questions into different intent categories. Finally, the positive and negative question pairs for SSEI are selected in the same intent category and between different intent categories respectively. We also present six SSEI benchmark performance on our corpus, including state-of-the-art algorithms. As the largest manually annotated public Chinese SSEI corpus in the bank domain, the BQ corpus is not only useful for Chinese question semantic matching research, but also a significant resource for cross-lingual and crossdomain SSEI research. The corpus is available in public 1 .
Introduction
As the semantic matching task, sentence semantic equivalence identification (SSEI) is a fundamental task of natural language processing (NLP) in question answering (QA), automatic customer service and chat-bots. In customer service systems, two questions are defined as semantically equivalent if they convey the same intent or they could be answered by the same answer. Because of rich expressions in natural languages, SSEI is really a challenging NLP task. * Corresponding author 1 http://icrc.hitsz.edu.cn/Article/show/175.html Compared with other NLP tasks, the lack of large-scale SSEI corpora is one of the biggest obstacles for SSEI algorithm development. To address this issue, several corpora have been provided in recent years, including the Microsoft Research Paraphrase (MSRP) Corpus (Dolan et al., 2004; Dolan and Brockett, 2005) , the Twitter Paraphrase Corpus (PIT-2015 corpus) (Xu et al., 2014 (Xu et al., , 2015 , the Twitter URL corpus (Lan et al., 2017) and the Quora dataset 2 .
In the early stage, the MSRP corpus was used to validate paraphrase identification algorithms based on a set of linguistic features (Kozareva and Montoyo, 2006; Mihalcea et al., 2006; Rus et al., 2008) . Then, MSRP was also used to validate the deep models within a long duration. The deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs), recurrent neural networks (RNNs), and their variants, such as Arc-I, Arc-II and BiMPM etc., have been developed and verified on it, even though it contains only thousands of sentence pairs (Hu et al., 2014; Yin and Schütze, 2015; Wang et al., 2016 Wang et al., , 2017 . Until 2015, the SemEval 2015 released a larger corpus, the PIT-2015 corpus for paraphrase and semantic similarity identification tasks. On this corpus, participants adopted SVM classifiers, logistic regression models, referential translation machines (RTM) and neural networks (Xu et al., 2015) . In 2017, a large-scale SSEI corpus named Quora was released, which greatly boost the development of deep matching algorithms. Tomar et al. (2017) proposed a variant of the decomposable attention model. Gong et al.(2018) proposed a Densely Interactive Inference Network (DIIN) by hierarchically extracting semantic features from interaction space. However, the Quora corpus comes from social network sites. Consider- ing the request for specific domains and real context in SSEI, there still lacks corpora from different domains and corpora with features of nonEnglish languages.
In this paper, we present a large-scale Chinese SSEI corpus constructed from real bank customer service logs. The main contributions of this paper include: 1) we present a large-scale domain-specific Chinese SSEI corpus, which contains 120,000 manually annotated sentence pairs; 2)we propose the Affinity Propagation (AP) (Frey and Dueck, 2007) clustering based method for SSEI corpus construction from a large number of sentences; 3)we provide the benchmark performance of 5 representative algorithms on our corpus. Hopefully, these contributions are useful in promoting the research on Chinese SSEI methods and the transferring methods for cross languages or cross domains. 
Features of the Bank Corpus
As the first domain-specific large-scale Chinese SSEI corpus, the Bank Corpus contains 120,000 question pairs. It is split into three parts: 100,000 pairs for training, 10,000 pairs for validation, and 10,000 pairs for test. There is no sentence overlap among training, validation and test sets. The last line in Table 1 shows the main features of our corpus. We also highlight features of the most popular SSEI corpus from line 1 to 4 in Table 1 . The further analysis of the Bank Corpus will be shown in following sections.
Construction of the Bank Corpus
The original data came from the 1-year customer service logs with more than 20 millions of questions provided by a Chinese bank. To manually annotate so many questions is unimaginable, so we conducted three steps to get the SSEI corpus, including the clustering of questions, the intentbased annotation and the combination of semantic equivalent question pairs.
Grouping and Clustering At first, two definitions are given: a set of questions replied by the same answer is called a group; The clusters generated by an automatic clustering algorithm in a group is called a stack. Here, a stack is a subset of a group with questions have the same intent. First, the users' questions were divided into groups by their respective answers. The de-duplication is then executed on each group. Next, we used the Word Mover's Distance (WMD) (Kusner et al., 2015) based Affinity Propagation (AP) clustering algorithm to split the questions within each group into multiple question stacks. After filtering some emoijs and sentences which are standard answers from the questions, we finally got 799 distinct groups and selected total of 55724 questions from all groups for annotation.
Annotation We adopted two steps to annotate the question stacks. First, we recruited 12 annotators to categorize questions in each clustered stack into different intent classes. Here, if the questions express the same intent, we think that they belong to an intent class. For each labeled stack, the classes of intent are the same. If a question is chit-chat or it can not be combined with other questions into an intent class, it will be put into a specific class called "other". Second, the experts related to this specific domain were requested to check and correct the annotated intent classes. After annotation, we got 953 groups and 18002 questions. Among the questions, 16680 questions are with meaningful intents and can be used to create semantic pairs. There are average 9 stacks in each group. The annotation process from clustering examples to labeled examples is shown as Figure 1 . From the clustering results, we find the clustering algorithm cluster the word "借(borrow)" and the word "还(pay back)" together. Actually, they convey different intentions and we need to distinguish them. Generation Based on the labeled stacks, we combine the questions in each stack which have the same intention to create the positive question pairs, and select questions from different stacks in each group which have different intentions to create the negative question pairs.
Quality of the Corpus
To verify the quality of the corpus, we analyze the word overlap (Dolan et al., 2004) distribution and the PINC (Paraphrase In N-gram Changes) (Kim, 2014) distribution in the positive pairs and the negative pairs respectively.
The overlap is defined as the number of common words between two sentences divided by the average length of them. As shown in Figure 2 , the overlap ratio of positive samples on the intervals appears a normal distribution on our new corpus, while the Quora corpus has no examples on overlaps between 50% and 80%. The positive question pairs with overlap ratio below 50% account for 58.67% and the negative question pairs with overlap ratio above 50% account for 11.36%. Here, we just give some examples with the largest ratio among the overlap intervals, some positive examples with low overlap and some negative examples with high overlap as shown in Table 2 . For example, the positive question pair ("这是什么公司 的产品(What's the company of the product)" and "企业名称(the enterprise name)") expresses the same intention while they have low overlap, where "什么公司(what company)" has the same meaning as "企业名称(the enterprise name)". The negative pair("能不能取消申请(Can I cancel the application)" and "能 不 能 取 消 ， 重 新 申 请(Can I cancel the application and reapply)") is different only on the word "重 新(again)" while they nearly convey the contrary meaning. The statistics and examples indicate that except common examples we also have some difficult examples especially the positive pairs with low overlap and our new corpus is meaningful for research on learning methods. PINC (Kim, 2014 ) is a score of n-gram differences to measure lexical dissimilarity of sentence pairs. In essence, it is the inverse of BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) . As shown in Figure 3 , most of the PINC scores on our corpus are between 0.7 and 1.0 which reveals that our corpus contains more lexical dissimilar question pairs. It contains rich expressions for the same user intention and it is challenging for machine learning methods to identify the semantic equivalence of the question pairs automatically.
Semantic Equivalence Identification
For this new public corpus, we provide a benchmark on the question semantic equivalence identification task to better understand its characteristic and provide further evidence for its value.
Models
Text-CNN (Kim, 2014 ) is a typical Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model for sentence classification. We respectively feed each sentence of the question pair into the model with 300-dimensional word vectors and concatenate the sentence representation for SSEI. Here, we trained the word vectors on our new corpus by gensim 4 .
BiLSTM (Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005 ) is an variant of RNN which considers both long and short dependency in context from forward and backward. We use the same structure but constitute the CNN with BiLSTM to model the sentence representation.
BiMPM (Wang et al., 2017 ) is a bilateral multi-perspective matching model of well performance for natural language sentence matching. The model uses the BiLSTM to learn the sentence representation, matches two sentences from two directions and multi-perspectives, aggregates the matching results with BiLSTM and finally predicts through a fully connected layer. DIIN (Gong et al., 2018 ) is a Densely Interactive Inference Network (DIIN) for Natural Language Inference (NLI). It hierarchically extracts semantic features from interaction space to achieve the high-level understanding of sentence pairs. It achieves the state-of-the-art performance on large-scale NLI copora and Quora corpus.
Results and Discussion
The benchmark performance on our new corpus is shown in Table 3 . The performace on the Quora corpus is shown in Table 4 . The random method achieves 50.43% which indicates that our new corpus is balanced and meets the basic requirements for SSEI model research.
The TF-IDF method just models the surface features of sentences according to the vocabulary frequency. It can not learn the dependency features in the word sequences and the synonym or near-synonym according to the word meanings. Therefore, it performs not so well, which indicates that the new corpus can not be learned by simple surface features and the deep semantic relationsn need to be mined by deep models.
Here, we use four deep neural network models to verify the new constructed corpus, including two basic and representative models (Text-CNN and BiLSTM) and two latest and well-used models (BiMPM and DIIN) which perform well on the natural language sentence matching task. The results show that the BiLSTM model can learn the dependency features between words in the sentences better than the Text-CNN model. The Accuracy of BiMPM is 81.85% and that of DIIN is 81.41%. Compared with the performance on the Quora corpus, the performance on the BQ corpus is lower, which reveals that our new corpus is challenging for semantic matching model research.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we present a large-scale Chinese corpus for question semantic equivalence identification in the bank domain. The construction procedure and benchmark performance are given. To the best of our knowledge, this corpus is the largest manually annotated public Chinese SSEI corpus in the bank domain. Compared with existing corpora, it is of high quality and challenging, and is hopefully useful for research on SSEI, crosslingual and cross-domain learning.
